
Vacuum
(optional)

Fluid Tank
(optional)

Maxi Quadra, powerful single-brush floor care machine with 20”/510mm swinging rect-
angular plate, is perfect for working on any surface, both with and without water. Thanks 
to the complete range of tools, Maxi Quadra is a machine suitable for many applications:
• used to restore and thorougly clean resin, PVC, linoleum and rubber floors, with-
out the need to use chemicals, thus protecting the enviroment and the health of users.
• grinds and sands various surfaces such as wood, marble, concrete, reconstructed stone and stone.
• polishes like a traditional single-brush floor care machine including hard to reach into corners.

POLISHER

Model Maxi Quadra TP VS

Motor Watt 1900

Volt 110/220v

Hertz 50/60Hz

Number of Oscillations 2100-3000osc/m

Working Width 360x510(mm)

Water Tank 18L

Weight 42kg

Dimension 510x1170x840(mm)
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POLISHER 
MINIPOWER

Minipower is a little machine with a big performance. With 
its “square” brush, it can clean and polish even where the 
rotary cleaning machines cannot. It’s the ideal solution for 
stairs, corners, small bathrooms, kitchens and narrow areas.

385MINIP

Model 385MINIP

Motor 150watt

Volt 110/220

Frequency 50/60Hz

Speed 45osc/s

Working Width 250x120(mm)/310x140(mm)

Water Tank 8L

Dimension 420x1100x250(mm)

Weight 11kg

MINIORBIT
Suitable for treatments such as polishing, de-waxing, crystal-
lization, light grinding on marble, concrete, stone, parquet, 
terracotta and stoneware, Mini Orbit is also ideal for 
cleaning delicate surfaces such as carpets and rugs.

Model 405MINIORB

Motor 250watt

Volt 230

Frequency 50Hz

Speed 1400rpm

Working Width 280mm

Weight 15kg

Dimension 320x1240x320(mm)
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POLISHER

Xingyi polishing machine can be used for grinding wood floor, 
epoxy resin, cement ground, polished floor paint, plastic runway, 
rubber plastic board, PVC ground, smoothing and polishing.

Model PM-300A

Power 4kW/5.5Hp

Rotation Speed 2080rpm

Weight 98kg

Voltage 380v

Working Width 300mm PM-300A

It can cope with polishing any challenge to the crystalline sur-
face materials in the shortest time to achieve the best effect. The 
eccentric motor has low gravity, smooth operation.  Its weight is 
only 78kg which allow convenient operation and transportation.

Model 394P-U00-00

Rotation Speed 176rpm

Horse Power
3Hp

Voltage
220v

Weight
78kg

Frequency 50Hz/11A

394P-U00-00
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